BATHTUBS WITH WHIRLPOOL JETS
We offer many of our bathtubs plumbed
and whirlpool-ready!
(4 jets with ¾ HP pump)
Any of our tubs on Pages 31- 36 whose
part numbers end with the suffixes "
-WP" or "-WWP" are designated as
whirlpool tubs.
This picture illustrates the positioning of the jets
and controls. Above tub style only available with
40" x 54" and 40" x 60" no-step garden tubs ►

Plumbing

◄ 39100- ¾ HP
Replacement Motor
for Whirlpool Tubs

Please specify if you want whirlpool motor connections
on LEFT or RIGHT!! Placement is determined as you look
at the tub from behind the drain! Default placement of
motors will be on the right side if you do not specify!

PERMALUX™ TUBS, SHOWER PANS AND SURROUNDS
Permalux™ Polymer Alloy is a high gloss/
high impact acrylic finish, hard as a rock
and stain resistant, no chipping, peeling or
spider webs!

Comes with a 5 Year Warranty!
*All Permalux Tubs and Shower Pans are
also heavy gauge in thickness!
(Permalux finish only available in white.)
Any of our tubs on Pages 31- 36 or shower
pans on page 39 with part numbers ending
with the suffixes "-PX", "-LPX", "-RPX" or
"-WPX" are designated as Permalux items.

This is the best picture we could find
to show you the beautiful, shiny,
other-worldly finish of Permalux.

PERMALUX PLUS™ TUBS AND SHOWER PANS
◄ Permalux Plus™ is a rigid, high impact 2-part
composite material applied to the underside of the tub to
give it a smooth backing for easier handling and
installation, and a longer life! The composite material is
yellowish in color, but you won't see it after it's installed.
*All Permalux Plus Tubs
and Shower Pans are also
heavy gauge in thickness!
(Permalux Plus available in
white or almond.)

Permalux Plus tubs are only available in 27" x 54" left or right drain
Standard Tubs (Page 31), 40" x 54" and 40" x 60" Outside Step Garden
Tubs or 42" x 60" No-Step Garden Tubs (Page 33). Any items with part
numbers ending with the suffixes "-PXP" or "-APXP" are designated as
Permalux Plus items.

Comes with a 5 Year Warranty! Permalux Plus™ tubs are
also reinforced at the apron with a gusset on each side. ►
These are really sturdy tubs!
For drains and plumbing, see page 41.
For caulks and sealants see page 81.
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